International Speaker
Published Author and Business Mentor

Mark Rhodes
He has "been there and done it" in business,
career success and personal change and now
helps companies and teams achieve better results
With his "NO LECTURE" approach Mark gets the audience thinking, engaged and with just the right amount
of laughter, presenting in a way everyone can relate to and BELIEVE! All who hear him speak will walk away
knowing that personal CHANGE IS POSSIBLE for them.

Presentation Topics

Participants often tell Mark: “I use to think this
type of thing was a waste of time but now I get it”
MOTIVATION & SUCCESS
If you want to add that extra dose of motivation and
success to your audience Mark is an expert at doing that.
As someone who has had business and career success,
gone from shy to confident and from a huge fear of public
speaking to doing it as a living, he can deliver the
message, ideas and tools that will help your audience to
believe in themselves and believe they can do, be and
achieve more. As Mark says being successful didn't
change him, he changed and then he became successful.

TEAMS & TEAMWORK
You know how team members or staff don't always seem to
be as enthusiastic, engaged, motivated, caring or working as
a team as much as you’d like them to be? Or they may
appear disconnected, resistant to change and somewhat
unproductive? Well, I help solve that. I help your team
realise they are the only ones holding themselves back and
how they can change, and that change is for themselves
and their benefit. If you have a team you’d like to be more
enthusiastic, working together, progressing, achieving and
changing then let’s get started.

LEADERSHIP
Great Leaders help the people they work with do their
best to achieve their personal goals and ambitions whilst
they in turn do their best to help the business achieve its
goals. In great Leadership a culture that wants to succeed
is developed where everyone feels like they are part of
the journey and part of a team achieving something
special. Great Leaders focus on Vision, Inspiration,
Motivation, Team, Culture and Success

WINNING MORE BUSINESS & SALES MOTIVATION
Do your Sales and/or Marketing people need that extra
edge? In 2014 Mark was selected by the Institute of Sales
and Marketing Management to be one of the main stage
Expert Sales Speakers for the National Sales Conference.
Let Mark help your audience to develop the winning mindset
which can help them massively improve their results with
little or no extra effort.

Just some of the people Mark has helped…

"I would certainly invite
you to speak again...
a great find…"
You did a great job in lifting the audience and there was
certainly a “buzz” in the room during and after your
presentation. As a result of this I would certainly invite you to
speak again. Thank you again Mark – you are a great find.
Warren Cooper, Director, Commercial Banking, NatWest

"...a must for any company wanting to provide
inspiration to their team”
We recently used Mark to deliver an “inspirational” message
to our Management Team and he didn’t disappoint. Mark is
one of the more prominent people in the field of self
development and has a great story to tell. A straight forward
message that really gets you thinking – a must for any
Company wanting to provide inspiration to their team.
Kerry Flower, Head of HR, KLM Engineering Limited

"Humorous & entertaining....empowering
talk...making a difference”
Mark engaged delegates in a humorous & entertaining way –
creating a strong foundation for our workshop on the subject
of Mindset supporting an attitude that enabled us to reach
some firm conclusions and subsequent actions from our
event. A highly motivating/empowering talk from which
people left and are making a difference.
Russell Patmore, Sales Director, DAF Trucks

Mark is an expert in both the Skill Set (what to
do, when to do it, how to do it) and Mindset
(Belief, Confidence, Motivation) of Success,
Achievement, Leadership and Winning
Business.
Mark was also proud to be a Millionaire Mentor
for the EBA, chosen by Bev James, Founder
and MD. The Entrepreneurs Business Academy
is a joint venture with BBC TV’s Dragons’ Den
Star, James Caan.
Featured in many mainstream publications and
magazines. Mark's mainstream published books
have ranked well in the WH Smith Travel
Nonfiction chart.

"A brilliant story teller with practical & real
examples…"
Mark's talk on Leadership and Communication captivated our
audience with his very personal and open assessment, on
what we all can do to improve our own mindset and the
power of positive thoughts. A brilliant story teller, with
practical and real examples of how to make a positive
difference to how you engage with your customers and
colleagues and perhaps most importantly leave them with a
great feeling or experience
Chris Hayward, Managing Director, NMBS

Connect
with Mark Today!

In 2014 Mark was one of just 6 main stage
speakers for the UK's main sales conference for
the Institute of Sales and Marketing
Management.
Mark has spoken in many countries around the
world including UK, USA, Holland, Sweden,
Malta, Switzerland, Hong Kong and Dubai.

www.markrhodes.com • hello@markrhodes.com • +44 (0)1376 553003
Linkedin https://uk.linkedin.com/in/rhodes2success

